## Checklist for Compliance with the Submission Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Rule Description</th>
<th>Confirmed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Text** | **Length of Abstract** | [Korean] limited to 600 words  
[English] limited to 300 words |
| Keywords | Limited to 5 key words  
Use lowercase (except proper nouns). |
| Authors | [Korean] 홍길동*, 김철수· 이영희  
[English] 2 people: Jeong-Sun Lee and Jung-Moon Yoo*  
3 or more: Duk Kee Lee*, Seokhoon Oh, Junmo Yang, and Sukeyung Kim |
| Address | [Korean] 이화여자대학교 과학교육과, 120-750, 서울특별시 서대문구 대현동 11-1  
[English] Department of Earth Sciences, Chosun University, Kwangju 501-759, Korea |
| Corr. Author’s Contact Info. | 2 or more authors: *Corresponding author: Email address, phone number and fax number  
single author: *E-mail address, phone number and fax number |
| Figure/Table | In English |
| Literature Citation | 2 or less authors: Park and Lee (1984), (Lee and Kim, 1998)  
3 or more authors: Epstein et al. (1977), (Park et al., 1989)  
by the same author in the same year: Cheong (1999a, 1999b)  
*If difficult, why?: ( ) |
| Journal Citation | Recommended to cite in your paper at least 3 articles published in the Journal of the Korean Earth Science Society.  
*If difficult, why?: ( ) |
| Arrangement | [English] Names of authors in alphabetical order |
| Page Indication | Journal articles and compilations: Relevant page (1-15.)  
Books, reports and theses: Total number of pages (50 p.)  
Abstracts: Relevant page (p. 35) |
| Journal Article | Author, publication year, title. Journal name, publication right, relevant page.  
*Enter a volume number only.  
*If the quoted material is listed in Korean, (in Korean) at the end of the sentence quoted to fill. |
| Book/Work | [English] Author, publication year, title. Publishing company, publishing area, country, total number of pages  
*If the quoted material is listed in Korean, (in Korean) at the end of the sentence quoted to fill. |
| Report | Author, publication year, title. Publishing entity, report number, total number of pages  
*If the quoted material is listed in Korean, (in Korean) at the end of the sentence quoted to fill. |
*If the quoted material is listed in Korean, (in Korean) at the end of the sentence quoted to fill. |
*If the quoted material is listed in Korean, (in Korean) at the end of the sentence quoted to fill. |
| Abstract | Author, publication year, title, society name, proceeding abstract, relevant page.  
*If the quoted material is listed in Korean, (in Korean) at the end of the sentence quoted to fill. |
| Website | Domain name or site contents: URL (date searched) |
| Other | Names of journals should not be abbreviated. |
| **Author Information** | ① Name both in Korean and English  
② Passport-sized recent photo (optional)  
③ Date of birth  
④ Academic background  
⑤ Email address  
⑥ Phone number  
⑦ Major field |